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“In Laodamia, during nice afternoons, the living residents visit the dead and discover
their own names on the stones: similar to the town of the alive ones, this dead city also
communicates the story of the efforts, wrath, illusions, emotions, except that here everything is necessity, freed of randomness, partitioned, disciplined. In order to feel safe,
the living Laodamia feel the need to seek in Laodamia of the dead explanations about
itself, even at the risk of finding more or less of what was searched for: an explanation
of more than one Laodamia, about the different cities that could have existed but did
not, or just partial, contradictory and insufficient explanations”.
									

Italo Calvino, “Invisible Cities”

“From a distance” the photographer’s eye yearned to come close to the cities and meet its people.
However, he approached the city of the living visiting that of the dead. Long gone faces of Pula
intertwined in their resembling destinies and deaths, have sprung to life in the universal afterlife
through palimpsests and ceramic oval portraits which the photographer intended to capture anew.
What did the photographic distance allow him to recognize in these portraits of portraits? He discerned the category of duplicity, the ability to circumscribe life trough death. He perceived a living
city in a city of the dead, and inversely a dead city pulsating in a city of the living. He became
aware of Calvino’s, and his own Laodamia which in Laodamia of the dead seeks an explanation
of herself, even with the danger of revealing more than originally sought – an explanation on more
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